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There’s never been a better time to focus on recruiting international students. 

According to the OECD, enrollments more than doubled between 2000 and 2012, 

and are now rising by 7% every year.1

Studying abroad opens doors. Some students seek immersion in a different, 

diverse culture. Others enjoy the excitement of travel, while many are driven

to graduate from a globally recognized and respected institution.

As Generation Z has grown up in a global, digital environment, it’s no surprise that 

they’re eager to expand their network of international friends and experiences

in their real life, to match the global connections they have online.

On the other hand, common reasons postgraduate students study abroad include 

the chance to experience a new culture within its native environment and widen 

both their professional and personal network of contacts and friends.2

How do you reach these eager prospects – and position your campus as their first 

choice? With a clear recruitment strategy and dynamic digital marketing plan.

Consider these top 10 tips to get started.
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1. Know your target market



First, you need to get your message to the right person at the right time. To do that, 

you must know where to reach your prospects – and understand what drives them. 

Your local campaign and marketing tactics might not translate to a global 

audience. That’s why it’s important to develop personas for each target region

or country, to better understand your market. 

Why do your personas want an overseas education? The answer will guide your 

message. One culture might value family honor and prestige, so students will 

probably hone in on your institution’s international reputation and alumni.

Other cultures stress achievement, so prospects will be drawn to rigorous academ-

ic programs. Students from affluent areas will have different desires than those 

from developing nations. 

Also, consider what influences your prospects. Alumni recommendations may sway 

students in Spain, while those in Mexico might trust industry professionals more. 

Your marketing distribution channels will likely be different, too. Social media 

and email habits vary across the globe. Facebook dominates in the US, Twitter

is popular in Japan, and WeChat is China’s main social network. So choose what’s 

best for your initial awareness campaigns. 

When you know what motivates prospects, you can craft compelling email 

subject lines that encourage engagement. And instead of blasting the same 

email to everyone (which isn’t cost effective and risks more spam complaints),

you can build segmented lists to reach the right people in the right way. All it takes 

is researching your target markets and developing buyer personas.

Then use surveys and A/B testing to get even better insights and results.



2.  Create a recruitment plan

A recruitment plan is more than an ad campaign. It brings together multiple

campaigns, each designed to meet a specific goal.

Begin by defining your mission. In the past, organizations invested in mission 

statements that looked good on paper, but failed to shape policy. But by knowing 

your higher purpose, it’s easier to hone your marketing message. For instance,

let’s say your university’s mission is to foster a diverse environment for freely 

sharing ideas. You can create recruitment campaigns that showcase that intention.

How do you put your mission statement in action? Think about how you plan

to accomplish it. Imagine your institution sees itself as a modern university with 

dynamic, innovative programs. You might choose to focus on attracting students 

and recruiting staff from different backgrounds – and developing programs for 

international students. Each goal will have a specific marketing campaign with 

measurable goals (such as percent increase in inquiries by foreign students,

or social media engagement to build brand awareness).

Make sure your recruitment plan has a content map. This can be a mix of blog 

posts, videos, graphics, and other media with a schedule for distributing it across 

social media platforms, on your website, and in email campaigns. 



https://www.educations.com/higher-education-news/higher-educaion-student-recruitment-
conversion-trends-vs-region-13839 
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3. Optimize your website 

Your website content should attract, inform and persuade. To reach interna-

tional audiences, you also need to understand geotargeting and how to 

localize certain web pages.

It should be effortless for prospects in your target regions to access your site –

and it must function flawlessly across multiple devices. Today’s students have 

grown up with smartphones in their pockets. So they’ll expect to land on a site 

that’s easy to scan and navigate.

It’s very important to utilize analytics in order to determine where your 

target users are and how they convert. The trends you discover will give you a 

much stronger idea of how you can use effective web design and region-focused 

marketing campaigns to help grow conversion rates and blow your international 

recruitment KPIs out the water!3



Use appropriate keywords and phrases that 

precisely define your campaign’s goal – and be sure 

to link your ads to a relevant landing page. This will give 

you a lower cost-per-click and better results. 

These days, we’re all ad fatigued. So to capture 

interest, use eye-catching and engaging images and 

video. 

4. Generate leads with PPC advertising

Pair your inbound marketing efforts with PPC (pay-per-click) ad campaigns

to drive traffic to your site and attract prospective students – and start them

on the path to enrollment. The Google Display network will position your ads

on relevant websites, and serve ads to relevant users. 



5. Create localized landing pages

A landing page is a stand-alone webpage with a specific purpose. You can

use it to collect emails in exchange for information or a free offer, to move

prospects further along their journey. 

Creating landing pages that appeal to an international audience goes beyond 

translation. Students in Southern China are motivated and influenced

differently than students in Belgium. So your website content should

reflect this. 

Keep your landing pages concise with a clear purpose. Capture prospects’ attention 

with an action-focused headline. Articulate what they get by taking action,

such as ‘Sign up to get our guide to studying abroad.’ 

Spice up the content with images, videos and animations. And add social 

sharing buttons to reach a wider audience.



6. Stay social

Social media is all about relationships. Your prospective students

are media-savvy and wary of sales pitches. So keep your content entertaining 

and informative.

Your voice should be authentic and position you as a helpful friend. Remember, 

people use social media to define themselves and connect with others. Will they 

identify with your message?

Give each post a purpose – and avoid randomly posting and sharing content, 

which isn’t cost effective. Do you want to generate leads or generate buzz abou

 a new program? 

Target your message to reach a specific segment of your market – and remem-

ber not all posts will resonate with all prospects. Keep an eye on your competition. 

What gets attention? Can you do it even better?

Ask questions, encourage followers to post their own photos, and hold 

contests and challenges. Your goal is to create an authentic community of current 

and prospective students, and alumni. Have someone from the recruitment office 

join in to answer questions and offer insights into campus life.  
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The 2018 International Higher Education Industry Report states that, 

in comparison to students who have studied in the past, prospective 

undergraduate students today are 44% more likely to cite social 

media as a major influence over their decisions to study, while 

prospective postgraduate students are 60% more likely!

The growing trends above in video content means that 34%

of undergraduate students and 50% of postgraduate students use 

YouTube specifically to get inspired and find more information about 

their studying abroad options.4



7. Create campus video tours

Video is easy to consume, highly sharable and (if done well) memorable.

Help prospective students feel right at home with campus tours, interviews

with students and graduates, sample lectures, application and scholarship 

walk-throughs, and insights on campus life and the local community.

Use video to tell stories. Students might be eager to experience education

and life in a foreign country, but also afraid of the unknown. Video can help,

by making the new and strange familiar and welcome.

You only have a few seconds to grab attention, so open with an engaging

introduction. And use humor, anticipation or excitement to strike an emotional 

chord. Close each video with a call-to-action, but avoid a hard sell.

Upload your video to hosting sites (YouTube is the most popular) and share

it across your social media platforms. Tag the video with your campaign 

keywords. 
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Educations Media Group’s research found videos to be one of the 

most influential forms of content over a student’s decision on where 

and what to study abroad. 67% of survey respondents said video 

content was an important influence on the decision of the specific 

country they should study abroad in. Additionally, 79% cited videos

as an important factor when choosing a specific university.5



8. Keep your blog updated

Your content map should include regular blog posts. This maintains your 

website ranking as fresh content is crawled and indexed. While keywords are still 

important, search engine algorithms are getting more sophisticated. They can 

recognize keyword synonyms and related words and phrases to match search 

inquiries. That means you should write for people, not bots.  Create entertaining 

and informative posts that will spark interest, encourage visitors to explore 

your website, and learn more about your offerings. 

You don’t need to post every day or even every week. A quality, long-form post will 

do more to convert visitors than a few short, ‘fluff’ posts that don’t offer much 

value. Use images, subheadings and bullet points to make it easy to scan the 

content, and add social sharing buttons to each post.



9. Host webinars

You’ve probably seen webinars in action. These online seminars usually include 

printable materials (such as a guide or workbook) and a presentation followed by

a Q&A session. Webinars are a great way to delve deeper into a topic, and keep 

participants engaged with interactive elements.  

Webinars are a great lead magnet because they demand more effort than

downloading an ebook or reading a blog post. While you might reach fewer

prospects than video or infographics, participants are very interested in what you 

offer – and will be more willing to move along the path toward enrollment. 

You could run webinars on student visas, financial aid opportunities, entrance 

exam requirements, or student housing and transportation options. Stuck?

Analyze your social media platforms and blog and see which topics invite the most 

questions.

Add a title that clearly defines the webinar topic, and use a description that

highlights the value of attending. Engage a campaign management platform to 

get your webinar marketing plan up and running.



10. Segment and automate email
campaigns

Social media, instant messaging and chatbots have become important tools in the 

marketer’s kit, but email is still the best way to reach the right person with the right 

message at the right time in their journey.

Prospective students will connect with your institution at different levels of interest 

and understanding of studying abroad. Your database of leads will have come from 

different campaigns with different goals. Chances are, you collected some email 

addresses as part of an awareness campaign, and others from a PPC ad for a 

specific degree program. 

With this level of segmentation, you can tailor emails to meet the specific needs of 

your prospects. An email marketing platform can streamline creating and distribut-

ing eye-catching email messages.

Keep it conversational. Students want to hear the human behind the words, not a 

marketing department. Develop style guidelines that define your brand, and use 

them across all platforms for a consistent voice.

Prospective students will intersect with institutions at different points along their 

journey towards selecting a school. So your recruitment efforts must be an ongoing 

strategy of awareness campaigns, relationship building, and outreach.

Want to see how you can accelerate your international student recruitment 

program? Contact GetResponse to get started.
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According to over 100 public and private universities that shared their 

insights in an International Student Marketing & Recruitment survey, 

email marketing is one of the top 5 channels used to get in front of 

international students and brings 20% ROI.6
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marketing solutions.
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